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HORSE CAUCUS DISCUSSION TOPICS AND NOTES 
 
SUCCESSES 
 

 Partnerships with the recreational horseback riding community and land management partners 
have been growing very successfully. 

 New trails have been added in the past two years in North Carolina and the East (since the last 
Horse Caucus in Portland, Oregon in 2017) 

 The trails in Texas have also been expanded 

 The BCHA and USDA Forest Service have partnered together to build a new equestrian 
campground in Kansas 

 The many beach areas in Florida are experiencing new facilities and trails and this is creating 
greater recreational exposure for equestrian trail riders 

 The state of Indiana had a very successful “Get Outdoors Day” that involved many equestrians 

 The “Hoosier Outdoor Days” in Indiana also included an event in partnership with the 
Department of Natural Resources 

 There have been many equestrian Stewardship grants from FHWA and BCHA and other trail 
development and maintenance projects that have brought important funds to equestrian 
projects nationally 

 The Ohio Horse Council has been very active and have steadily increasing members and adding 
new County Chapters in the state of Ohio over the past few years 

 Many equestrian organizations nationwide are establishing partnerships with other trail users 
and user groups and joining together to advocate for trails for all users – very effective when 
advocating together for trails 

 It has been good public relations to be seen on horses and volunteer as stewards and talk to 
other trail users in parks, on trails, etc. 

 Many equestrian organizations are broadcasting success stories and good case studies through 
their social media, website, and e-newsletters that has realty expanded equestrian awareness to 
a much wider audience Indiana conducted a 3-month over the past several years. 

 Indiana conducted a blind study over 3 months to scientifically record the impacts of horses in 
streams and stream crossings in an area of the state, with recorded results recording regarding 
sedimentation, siltation, and the presence of E-coli, with no measurable equestrian-caused 
impacts recorded.  Enviro-Horse received this information from the Indiana Back 
Country/Hoosier Horsemen. 

 The University of Kentucky conducted a recent equestrian economic industry study and that 
over 60% of all horses in Kentucky are used as recreational trail horses 

 The Kentucky Horse Council has been reporting widely to elected officials, “you have the money, 
we have the votes” and there is a chart and information that has been developed by the 
Kentucky Horse Council that is available to help validate the results of the University of Kentucky 
equestrian economic industry study. 
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 Equestrians need to take advantage of important recreational survey information regarding the 
declining number of hunting and fishing outdoor recreation activities nationally, and that 
equestrian trails and equestrian organizations can reach out in a partnership way with the U.S. 
Fish & Wildlife Service in their states because this changing level of hunting and fishing 
recreational activities can present an opportunity, or a challenge, on lands and trails currently 
managed by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service agencies in their states 

 The National Equestrian Trail Conference and American Endurance Riders Association have been 
sponsoring research regarding the weed seed-free regulations in various states or regions that 
can document the spread of noxious weeds or pathogens from the recreational use of horses 

 
 
ISSUES 
 

 A very large pending issue currently before Congress is the Federal Lands Transfer legislation 
that could direct the management of these Federal lands to states and other entities, and this 
could have profound effects on the trails systems and open spaces that can be used by 
equestrians nationally  

 The important need to help protect and sustain trails in wetland areas 

 The growing lack of the younger population’s interest in equine activities and trail maintenance 

 In Kentucky, the recent loss of equestrian trails in three public riding areas to Wildlife Protection 
concerns, and the practice of charging annual bridle trail fees to quantify equestrian use. 

 Federal land manager turnovers, layoffs, and retirements with well-established local and 
regional BLM and USDA Forest Service professionals resulting in the loss of equestrians’ long-
built relationships, and the loss of historical knowledge these professionals have regarding 
equestrian partnerships 

 In Cincinnati, Ohio, concerns about an administrative change that is questioning the expense of 
trail maintenance and allocation of dollars for this budget, even though equestrian groups have 
been advocating for trails with these agencies 

 Need creative and new ways to  help determine how to get more people involved in helping to 
maintain trails 

 There is a real need for broadening the knowledge and information regarding insurance and 
liability coverage and options for horseback riding on private lands 

 Agencies are discontinuing mounted patrols due to dwindling budgets 

 Losing cultural and historical equestrian heritage that is resulting in less cooperation and 
support on public and private land 

 The costs for concessionaires is growing greatly in recent years 

 It is becoming hard to reach the younger generation and we need to find a way to engage youth 
in trail riding and encourage their involvement in the equestrian community 

 There remains to be a lack of cooperation, communication, and support within the equestrian 
community – we tend to stay focused on only those issues or activities that are of interest to 
local relationships and communities and only active when something threatens our personal 
lives or local equestrian trail riding or camping locations 

 The changes in the land management agency administrative staff – many of the new folks are 
not receptive to the equestrian trail riding community 

 The persistence of the weed seed free hay regulations….is this a scam or a reality?  More 
research is needed and equestrians need to be involved in helping bring the issue to a scientific 
and land management conclusion nationwide. 
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 There are still a number of mountain bike conflicts due to a limited number of mountain bikers 
who are not following the trail user etiquette guidelines and they are trail biking at high speeds 
without concerns for the safety of other trail users, themselves and equestrians on public trails 

 Additional research needs to be conducted, especially on the following topics: 
 1. Impacts of various trail uses by equestrians 
 2. What is the Carrying Capacity of a Trail?  (Do horses cause more trail damage than  
      other users?  How to quantify this type of research? 
 3.  How does equestrian trail use affect water quality? 
            4.  How does equestrian trail use affect the environmental quality of a trail? 

 In some states there is a guns and ammunition tax that has been levied and thee dollars are 
going the Fish & Wildlife Service in those states.  Why haven’t these funds also been applied to 
open those Fish & Wildlife Service areas for recreation, and in particular for equestrian trail 
uses? 
 

NEW IDEAS 
 

 Equestrians around the nation need to submit their creative new ideas to newspapers, 
magazines and social media so that our message is shared with a wider audience 

 Be more visible and get outside on more urban population area  trails so equestrians are seen by 
a larger number of people and youth in the general public (we often only ride in more 
backcountry locations and are invisible to the general population that could help support us) 

 Submit grant applications at the local, state, and national level for trails funds now available 
with the new Trail Stewardship Act to assist in funding the volunteer maintenance of equestrian-
use trails, and partner with other trail users for the repair and maintenance of trails in your 
community, state, and region. 

 When trail access is being  threatened for closure, offer that the agency could consider an 
Annual Bridle Trail Fee that can help with agency trail maintenance and trail user expenditures 

 Serious approach to acquire equestrian industry financial support for equestrians trail users, 
such as trail riding, transportation, and equestrian products, and bring each industry to the table 
and partner with the mountain biking community in this effort, as this industry has had a lot of 
success in securing mountain biking industry funds/partnerships from a wide variety of national 
mountain bike product manufacturers. 

 Use the University of Kansas Equine Economics Study (greater than 60% of horses in the state of 
Kentucky are used by trail riders) to our local and state land managers.   

 Remind the American Horse Council that a very small number of horses and owners are used for 
horse racing in comparison to many millions of recreational trail riders, and even though this 
horse racing industry dominates the American Horse Council’s budget, the AHC needs to be 
more aware that “You have the money, we have the votes!” 

 Utilize the Pittman/Robertson Act’s many $billions of dollars and seek ways to direct these funds 
for equestrian trail riding use….revisit  this legislation and consider opening up more land 
nationally to recreational use by the Fish & Wildlife Service and develop a partnership with F&W 
Service and the recreation industry (which is growing larger and larger throughout America 
every year) 

 
 


